Re-analysis of the cosmic ray ground level enhancement of 4 May 1960.
The relativistic solar particle event of 4 May 1960, resulting in a cosmic ray ground level enhancement, occurred well before modern analysis techniques were available. We have located surviving data from 23 neutron monitors and have used these to estimate the spectrum, mean arrival direction and particle pitch angle distribution as the event progressed. We find that the apparent particle arrival direction was at equatorial latitudes, over northern South America, in contrast to contemporary analyses that proposed it to be over North America. Our modified power law spectra are broadly consistent with earlier results. Data from stations above sea level need to be corrected for altitude using a two-attenuation length technique. The standard method involves comparison of data from two relatively close stations at significantly different altitude. We have shown that this method may be unreliable in cases, such as this, of quite sharp anisotropy.